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Situational Communications 
when, how, and what to communicate during a variety of circumstances 

 
Some positive biblical examples of important, distinct, and effective communications include: 

 
(1) Potential War Among the Tribes of Israel (Joshua 22)—“They were glad to hear the 

report and praised God. And they talked no more about going to war…” (v. 33). 
(2) An Ecumenical Event Under Complex Circumstances (2 Chronicles 30)—“Hezekiah 

spoke encouragingly to all the Levites, who showed good understanding of the service 
of the LORD” (v. 22). 

(3) Two Deaths Under Unusual Circumstances (Acts 5:1–11)—“Great fear seized the 
whole church and all who heard about these events” (v. 11). 

(4) Simon Peter’s Unprecedented Break with Tradition (Acts 11:1–18)—“Starting from 
the beginning, Peter told them the whole story” (v. 4), and “when they heard this, they 
had no further objections and praised God” (v. 18). 

(5) Solving a Problem with Multicultural Implications (Acts 6:1–7)—“This proposal 
pleased the whole group” (v. 5). 

(6) Addressing an Issue Related to Both Theology and Practice (Acts 15)—“The people 
were…glad for its encouraging message” (v. 31). 

 

Topics Covered 
 

(1) When Effective Communication Matters Most 
(2) Components of Good Communication 

(3) Selecting the Communication Method 
(4) Communicating Course Corrections and Significant Undertakings 

(5) Information Ownership 
(6) Hazardous Communications 

(7) The Consequences of Poor Disclosure 
(8) Tactical Transparency 

(9) Considerations for Reporting Serious Matters 
(10) Communicating During Crisis 

(11) The Reporting Duties Related to Suspected Abuse 
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When Effective Communications Matters Most 
 

• A Plan to Meet an Unmet Need 
• A Problem That Was Quickly Solved 

and How It Was Solved 
• A Serious Accusation Against a 

Representative of the Congregation 
(abuse, professional misconduct) 

• A Major Decision in Crucial Stages 
and Course Corrections 

• A Change in Theological Practice 
• A Noteworthy New Policy 

(sabbaticals, etc.) 
• The Divorce of Two Members 
• Church Discipline 
• A Major Expense (purchase or 

construction of a worship center) 

• Someone’s Abrupt Exit from a Role 
(termination; quitting amidst turmoil, 
for a more suitable opportunity, or to 
meet an urgent need) 

• A Conflict That Is Widely Known 
and Christians Are Taking Sides 

• Significant Dissent on an Important 
Decision 

• Questions About the Departures of 
Members 

• An Issue in the Brotherhood That 
Affects the Congregation 

• When Events in Society 
Significantly Affect the Members 

• The Development of a Statement 
(Core Values, Vision, etc.)
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Components of Good Communication 
 

Each situation will have its own considerations. Therefore, the components of any messaging 
should be thought through and openly explained or readily explainable. Communicators must be 
ready to provide information that is tailored to the situation. Some of the typical questions and 
considerations for a new idea, sudden opportunity, threat, or potentially undesirable development 
are: 

For Ideas and Opportunities: Where did the idea or opportunity originate? How was it 
brought up? Who makes the decisions? Who has been consulted? What are the pros and 
cons? What is the timeline and where are we at in the process? 
For Less Positive and Negative Developments: What happened? Why did it happen? What 
can we learn? Who can I talk to if I have more questions? Communication following such 
events resembles an After-Action Review. In fact, a full AAR might be necessary. 
For Unexpected Outside Developments: For instance, the Covid-19 pandemic; heightened 
social unrest in 2020; associated debates about political ideologies and perspectives about 
medicine. There have always been outside events that influence Christians. 

Responses to positive, negative, and unexpected outside developments greatly benefit from good 
communication, so it is important that there is logic for those who are (or who don’t necessarily 
need to be) involved: church leaders, board of directors, human resources, teachers, local 
specialists within the congregation, and outside advisors. There will be more discussion points 
about components of messaging when we discuss “Communicating Course Corrections and 
Significant Undertakings.” 

 
Selecting the Communication Method 

 
The Communicator(s) 

(1) Believability—honest, trustworthy, and having a capacity to demonstrate candor 
(2) Traits and Behaviors—over time, lives out the congregation’s espoused principles and 

declared purpose 
(3) Subject Matter and Communication Skills—contingent on an individual’s capabilities 

to engage with others humbly and competently on the matter at hand 
(4) Role—in relation to the subject and their power or ability to address the topic (i.e., bring 

about change) 
(5) Impartiality—their objectivity according to those who know much about the subject or 

situation 
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The Form 
It is wise to use consistent strategies for comparable situations. 

(1) By Letter—openly read at a church meeting 
(2) By Letter or Video—distributed through member-only emails or a private section on 

the congregation’s official website 
(3) By Letter in Interactive Gathering—conveys a sense of family; allows for unscripted 

moments (which can be good or bad), Q&A, and immediate private conversations 
(4) Through Representatives—private conversations for those to whom the topic matters 
(5) Through Open Web-Based Channels—In the case of serious matters there can be 

unforeseeable consequences, but this option has plus sides. This is the most open or 
even public approach (see “Information Ownership”), which means the communicators 
are attempting to reach outsiders. 

 
 

Communicating Course Corrections and Significant Undertakings 
(When a new idea or opportunity is presented that requires thorough consideration) 

 
From time to time there are developments that require a course correction, as well as new 
possibilities that are worth considering. Sometimes the nudge for promising undertakings 
originates from outside the leadership. 
Early inclusive communiques about intentional course corrections and new undertakings should 
consider several or most of the following reasonings: 

The representatives involved in this discussion are… 
The inception of…came about because of (prayer, fasting, it was put on the heart 
of, we were approached by, etc.) 
We believe that we have the core competences with our current staff and 
volunteers to successfully move forward with… 
It appears to be God’s will because… 
The subject aligns with our established objectives and goals, which are… 
We are convinced that there is a reasonable probability of success because… 
The precedents for this kind of engagement include… 
There are certain trade-offs if we go in this direction, which are… 
The costs/benefits in relation to human and financial resources are… 
The risk versus potential reward ratios, considering both in terms of high, 
medium, and low, are…  
The potential problem we face if we don’t move forward AND if we do move 
forward are… 
We seek feedback and are remaining open to see if we missed anything; please let 
us know by… 
The next step is… 
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Information Ownership 

 
There are five levels of information accessibility, or organizational knowingness, ranging from the 
original custodian(s) of the information to limitless access. 
 

 
 

(1) Private—information only known by one person about behavior or thoughts not seen 
or known by others 

(2) Confidential—information shared with trusted insiders; sometimes becomes 
complicated by policies, requirements by law, best interests of others, and the balance 
of seemingly conflicting obligations 

(3) Limited Access—lesser degree of confidentiality but on a need-to-know basis; 
information is sensitive and only what is essential is shared with essential parties and 
in a well-managed manner (private conversation) 

(4) Open—known by a broad group but not to the general public; usually official members 
of the congregation 

(5) Public—browsable on the internet; subject to scrutiny of many parties. In this case, the 
institution (congregation) should have a well-written account that considers the facts, 
transparency about facts and processes, legalities, and spiritual implications. 

 

 
 

Two Examples of Information Ownership 
 
Moving from Confidential Ownership to an Open Communique. I recently had a personal 
experience with a “semi-serious” rumor that put me at risk personally and professionally. It was 
said that I left my church association to lead an unaffiliated house church. Close acquaintances 
knew differently. Naturally, I was befuddled. To make matters worse, the story was being reported 
on the West Coast, in the Northeast, and in the Southeast but outside my immediate metropolitan 
area. 
A friend of mine said, “Sometimes you have a choice to either fix the situation or fix the story.” I 
tackled it with a two-page letter that I called “Fixing the Story” that approached the matter with a 
bit of humor and absolute clarity. This is the text of an email: 
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To some of my friends and partners, 
 
The following statement was given to a reporter in 1897 for the New York Journal: 
“I can understand perfectly how the report of my illness got about, I have even heard on 
good authority that I was dead. James Ross Clemens, a cousin of mine, was seriously ill 
two or three weeks ago in London, but is well now. The report of my illness grew out of his 
illness. The report of my death was an exaggeration.” —Samuel Clemens, known by his 
pen name Mark Twain 
 
I'm dealing with an “exaggeration” that I've traced to multiple sources that don't seem to 
be connected. So, I am owning the confusion. Please help me out. How well do you know 
me? Two of these statements about me are false; one is true: 

 
• I left the ICOC. 
• I voted for Donald Trump in 2016 and Joe Biden in 2020. 
• I was hired at age eighteen by a retail chain to bust shoplifters and ended up catching over 

sixty thieves before I turned twenty, including three members of drug cartels and a mayor’s 
wife, was involved in two car chases related to my cases (I was chased by a truck while 
driving my ’66 Mustang, and I chased a Cadillac in my ’77 Jeep), and spent plenty of time 
in court as a witness. 

 
I have attached a two-page paper, which is my attempt to fix a story.  

 
The email and letter were widely received with warmth and support. The responses were as 
lighthearted and humorous as my escapades with apprehending shoplifters. The “Reply all” 
responses generated goodwill. I didn’t bother to chase down the origins of the rumor that I left my 
family of churches after forty years. That could have become a distraction. I decided to take the 
high road. The matter was closed because no action was requested. 
 
Moving from Confidential Ownership to a Limited Access. The following letter, slightly obscured 
to protect parties, was recently sent to the appropriate channels, requested action, and could easily 
reach the congregation: 
 

Dear Alpine Church of Christ board members, elders, and ministers,  
It’s with a heavy heart that I am submitting my resignation from the ACOC Board of 
Directors, effective immediately. 
Over the last four years I have proudly served on the Board of Directors for the ACOC. I 
am grateful I had the opportunity to be involved in a variety of roles and responsibilities at 
important junctures and to help the board and ministers weather many transitions. 
Although I have been trained in the role of mitigating legal issues and managing other risks 
for the church, I feel that there has not been adequate communication or process between 
the board members and the president of the board, the lead minister, and acting elders for 
me to fulfill my legal role as I understand it.  
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Most recently, I have communicated with the Alpine board serious concerns about 
situations in which ethics and behaviors were issues, and key policies and procedures were 
not considered. 
Please consider praying and talking further about these matters after my departure.  
God bless you and God bless our Alpine family, 
James Smith 
 

The access to this communique was limited to the board, elders, ministers, family, and a few close 
friends. If the matter were to become a congregational issue, some of these individuals could be 
contacted on a need-to-know basis. Most importantly, the matter raises specific questions. I’m 
certain the tensions can be managed because the parties are responsible. 
Let’s take this opportunity to address an occasional topic of information ownership: information 
from anonymous sources. Anonymous letters and emails, as well as blog posts by anonymous and 
pseudonymous sources, are not to be viewed with seriousness unless there was or is newly 
corroborating information or the message contains threats. It is too difficult to determine where 
the source is on the Private to Public scale of information ownership and whether the sources fall 
into the hazardous category (covered in the next section). Often, this mode is used by people who 
feel powerless and have unresolved personal issues. It should be the goal of congregations to set 
up systems that are led by well-respected, approachable, and judicious individuals that would 
reduce the need or temptation to send anonymous communiques. By systems, we mean leadership, 
boards, human resources, et cetera. 
There is an exception for the occasion when a person might appropriately send an anonymous 
letter of concern. This is an opinion, because there is no book or roadmap on this subject. I’ll 
explain. When someone takes the time to provide the most appropriate agencies of accountability 
a “heads up, look into this” and “where to look” correspondence, it can be worth an inquiry. The 
keys here are appropriate agencies and where to look. If the letter draws attention to the clear and 
traceable violation of law, morality, or ethics of a Christian, and there is a perceived risk of reprisal, 
the reasons for not coming forward might be rational. The source might be a concerned family 
member, a young witness, or someone else who will deal with the fallout for years to come but has 
no axe to grind or anything to profit from an investigation. 
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Hazardous Communications 
 

The ways misinformation and unsuitably released information can be misused seem endless. 
 

(1) Rumors—unverified information that spreads innocently or with bad intent 
(2) Gossip—has some basis in fact, has an air of believability, but is unconstrained by 

context; difficult to deal with distortions or recklessness such as spreading unconfirmed 
details for personal advantage 

(3) Slander—false or defamatory statements such as an attack on the reputation of another 
or on the well-being of a person; sometimes slander or gossip occurs before the target 
is aware and the damage is done 

(4) Exposure—oversharing, going into unnecessary details; becomes a diversion 
(5) Leaking—unauthorized dissemination of information violating confidentiality or 

crossing other boundaries; sometimes naively, intentionally, or even anonymously 
(6) Watchdogs—responsible (legal or empowered regulators) or reckless (individuals with 

an unhealthy interest in other people’s problems) 
 

Scriptures on the Hazards of Gossip and Slander 
 

• Whispering—Psalm 41:7; Proverbs 16:28; Romans 1:29  
• Backbiting—Psalm 15:3; 101:5; Proverbs 25:23; Romans 1:30; 2 Corinthians 12:20  
• Evil surmising (guessing)—1 Timothy 6:4; 2 Timothy 2:23  
• Talebearing (spreading damaging stories)—Leviticus 19:16; Proverbs 11:13, 17:9, 18:8, 

20:19, 24:28, 26:20, 22  
• Babbling—1 Timothy 6:20; 2 Timothy 2:16  
• Tattling (telling a secret; chattering; gossiping)—1 Timothy 5:13; 1 Peter 4:15  
• Evil speaking—Psalm 5:9, 10:7, 36:3, 55:21; Proverbs 12:18; Ephesians 4:31; James 3:6  
• Defaming—1 Corinthians 4:13; Titus 3:2 
• Bearing false witness—Exodus 20:16, 23:1; Proverbs 12:17, 19:9, 25:18; Matthew 19:18  
• Judging uncharitably—Matthew 7:1–5  
• Raising false reports—Job 1:11  
• Repeating matters—Deuteronomy 19:16; Psalm 31:13; Proverbs 6:19, 17:27–28; 

Jeremiah 9:4; Amos 7:10; Romans 1:28–31, 13:9–10  
 

The story has been told of a queen with a subject who gossiped against her. The 
gossip was summoned to the palace and taken to the tower. There the queen tore 
the ticking of a feather pillow, shook the feathers out, and watched them as they 
were carried by the breezes in every conceivable direction. The gossip was then 
ordered to go and gather every last one of those feathers. Weeping profusely, she 
proclaimed the impossibility of the task. In no uncertain terms, she was made to 
feel the terrible evil of her gossip that had spread even more widely than feathers 
carried by the wind.1 

 
1 Richard Owen Roberts, Repentance: The First Word of the Gospel (Wheaton, Illinois: Crossway Books, 2002), 195. 
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The Consequences of Poor Disclosure 
 
On occasion there is a story in the news that demonstrates the importance of proper disclosure and 
the risks of overly controlling information release, and the consequences of image management. 
Simply stated, the practice of image management is prioritizing looking good over being good. 
Beginning in 2010, two of the most honorable charities failed to appropriately disclose vital 
information to the proper parties. Let’s look at their origins and what happened. 
Oxfam International. In May 1942 a national Famine Relief Committee in Britain helped set up a 
network of local famine relief committees, most notably the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief, 
nicknamed Oxfam. The wartime network cooperated with the Red Cross in bringing relief to Greek 
and Belgian children, against orders of the British government, which commissioned relief for the 
war effort, not the victims of war. Nonetheless, the network succeeded in getting vitamins and 
milk through to those in need. 
Following the fall of Germany, the network continued and helped civilians on both sides of the 
war, and was instrumental in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, focused on humanitarian 
protections of civilians during wartime. By that year, a distinct Oxfam entity was established to 
relieve “suffering arising as a result of wars or other causes in any part of the world.” Within a 
decade it became a major nongovernmental international aid organization. The first overseas 
committee was founded in Canada in 1963. The original Oxford committee became known as 
Oxfam Great Britain, or Oxfam GB. 
In 1995 Oxfam International was founded as a constellation of independent international 
nongovernmental organizations (INGOs), working together internationally to reduce poverty and 
injustice. Today Oxfam International is a confederation of twenty member organizations from 
nations all over the world. 
Since the early years, members of the Quakers, a movement recognized for its moral-ethical 
character, have operated at every level of Oxfam. Despite Oxfam’s noble origins, worthy cause, 
and historical character, the organization has found it difficult to maintain its legacy as it has 
expanded. A February 2018 article in The Times, a British daily newspaper based in London, 
exposed a veiled scandal from eight years earlier in Haiti. The title of the article read “Top Oxfam 
staff paid Haiti survivors for sex.” The issue had supposedly been dealt with in 2011 but not 
adequately reported to the public. As a result of new revelation, the entire network of 10,000 
employees in ninety nations was put at risk as donors and celebrity supporters rapidly began 
pulling out, and the British government began an investigation and withdrew its funding. Even the 
nation of Haiti put Oxfam on watch. 
As the investigation ensued and funding plummeted, there was a scramble to fix the issue. 
Immediately Oxfam established an independent commission as part of a 10-point safeguarding 
plan to address sexual misconduct, issues of accountability, and changing the culture. Nonetheless, 
the organization had to make cuts due to the loss of $20 million. 
This was a communications fiasco that was bound to surface because Oxfam’s issues were not a 
secret to observers in Haiti. Evidently, this is a problem endemic to many INGOs, which tend to 
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operate in an overly hierarchical manner “as a de facto ‘state within a state,’ ignoring the orders of 
local authorities.”2 
The American Red Cross. During the 1850s Henry Dunant of Geneva, Switzerland belonged to a 
Bible study group that helped the poor, visited prisoners, performed other social work, and founded 
the local chapter of the YMCA. While on a business trip in Italy, Dunant arrived in Solferino on 
the day of a battle that left 23,000 dead, dying, and wounded. Dunant mustered the civilians to aid 
the injured soldiers of both sides of the conflict. Most of the help came from women and girls. He 
also organized the purchase of needed materials and helped erect makeshift hospitals. 
When Dunant returned home, he published A Memory of Solferino at his own expense and 
distributed it to many political and military leaders throughout Europe. Dunant, along with four 
others, formed a committee for the purpose of implementing his ideas. Their first meeting in 
February 1863 is considered the founding moment of the International Committee of the Red 
Cross. As a result of Dunant’s influence, the 1864 Geneva Convention, which established the 
widely embraced basis for international law “for the protection of the victims of armed conflicts,” 
was founded on his ideas. 
Like Oxfam, this organization of noble origins had its own communication debacle related to Haiti 
relief. Despite its past accomplishments and worthy cause, criticisms of Red Cross actions in Haiti 
demonstrate that past legacy does not always translate to trust, nor does it guarantee consistent 
performance. It is possible to stray from an original charter and core values, to overpromise or 
underreport, or for there to be different measurements of success or unrealistic expectations. At 
least one of those explanations is behind a June 2015 report from a Pro Publica and NPR 
collaboration titled “How the Red Cross Raised Half a Billion Dollars for Haiti—and Built Six 
Homes.”3 
The Red Cross hired consultants to investigate one of the sites in Haiti to determine the reliability 
of their own understanding, and they discovered many inaccuracies. When Hurricane Matthew hit 
Haiti in 2016, the word went out from the country: Don’t give to the American Red Cross.4 
Meanwhile, David Meltzer, the Red Cross’ general counsel, had been refusing to break down how 
monies were spent in Haiti beyond a five-year report that amounted to pie charts, graphics, and 
bold unverifiable claims. Years later, a more detailed report of the how funds were dispersed and 
used in Haiti was released.5 But the damage was done. 
Neither organization was transparent. Oxfam International did not disclose truths that mattered to 
donors and the public and only initiated a remedial action plan after the truth came out. And the 
American Red Cross failed to provide a real and appropriate accounting to donors and prospective 
donors for how their funds were being allocated. Both are still recovering from the reputational 
damage. 
The damage from the cover-up often exceeds the damage from the actual misstep. The golden 
standard for damage control is: 1) Tell the truth, 2) Tell it first, 3) Tell it all—or tell as much of it 
as you can, 4) Tell it fast, and 5) Tell it to the people who matter most. 

 
2 https://www.devex.com/news/in-haiti-no-one-is-surprised-by-the-oxfam-scandal-92342 
3 https://www.propublica.org/article/how-the-red-cross-raised-half-a-billion-dollars-for-haiti-and-built-6-homes 
4 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/haitians-urging-people-not-give-money-american-red-cross-how-help-
hurricane-matthew-aid-cholera-houses-a7352681.html 
5 https://www.redcross.org/about-us/news-and-events/news/2020/haiti-earthquake-10-year-update-from-the-red-cross.html 
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Those rules are worded curtly, but there are considerations required in implementing swift crisis 
communications. For instance, there are nuances at play in what can be said in some cases, such 
as privacy rights. Overstating truth, dramatic language, and using extreme language can create 
unnecessary alarm and overwhelm the people who matter. 

 
Tactical Transparency 

(This section concerns the communication of sensitive information on high-risk matters.) 
 

Truth telling is advised unless certain dynamics or factors suggest otherwise. 
Transparency involves determining what you cannot share, then telling all you can, 
while explaining the limitations of protected information.6 

 
(1) The Obligations of Leaders—they are bound to be information trustees, having 

responsibilities to those they serve. Sometimes those obligations extend beyond the 
immediate congregation. 

(2) Recognizing the Risks—disclosing too much can distract from the matter at hand; leaving 
a matter hanging by disclosing too little can create doubt. 

(3) Intended Audience—in most cases a communique is developed for the members of the 
congregation or closest subset. 

(4) Objective—being answerable, undercutting gossip, serving the wholeness of the 
congregation (Exodus 18:23). 

(5) Tell Salient Points, Not Salacious Details (President Clinton and the White House intern) 
(6) Do No (Unnecessary) Harm—being mindful and caring, not haphazard. Avoid the kind of 

disclosures that wound or injure people, or the congregation will not feel safe for even 
innocent people, because the very foundation of trust has been compromised. 

(7) Love for the Unprotected—“Worse yet, when silence is kept about dangerous situations 
such as the conviction of sexual abuse, people are left unprotected and the damage may be 
so great that it cannot always be healed.”7 

(8) Gently Call Out Skilled Incompetence—“a highly developed communication style that 
covers up real problems.”8 By the time it has been identified it may have allowed for 
dodging many other issues. 

(9) Guiding Principles—Practice the Golden Rule (Matthew 7:12), Remember the Truth Will 
Set You Free (John 8:32), and Speak the Truth in Love (Ephesians 4:15). 

 
 

 
6 Ruth Kibbie and Karen McClintock, Healthy Disclosure: Solving Communications Quandaries in Congregations (Herndon, Virginia: 
The Alban Institute, 2007), 5–6. 
7 Ibid., 8. 
8 Ibid., 156–157. 
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One of the best sources for the topic of developing organizational trust is The Speed of Trust by 
Stephen M.R. Covey. It is packed with great quotes, examples, and expanded concepts that are 
useful for congregations. Covey cites a memorable quote from Jim Burke, the former Chairman 
and CEO of Johnson & Johnson: 

In a high-trust relationship, you can say the wrong thing, and people will still get 
your meaning. In a low-trust relationship, you can be very measured, even precise, 
and they’ll still misinterpret you.9 

Another resource, Tactical Transparency by Shel Holz and John C. Havens, was written for 
managing transparency in the age of social media. However, it contains general wisdom about 
transparency and disclosure. 

Let’s tick off a few things transparency is not. First, it is not full disclosure. In other 
words, transparency does not mean you have to share absolutely everything about 
your organization. The idea that transparency could mean this is absurd.10  

Full disclosure and transparency are two very different concepts. Many forms of media in Western 
society have created an unhealthy appetite for endless details. The Scriptures primarily emphasize 
full disclosure when a matter poses a risk to the congregation, or the offender is unrepentant. 
It is suggested that faith-based organizations such as churches begin with the standards of Scripture 
and consider the wisdom gained from contexts of modern law, media, and societal expectations.  

Best practices for being transparent in congregations suggest: 
1. Managing sensitive information through logical tiers to balance truth, trust, and 

confidentiality 
2. Using consistent standards to evaluate the seriousness of a matter, what to communicate, 

and possible actions to be taken (reassignment, punitive measures) 
3. Using competent and impartial counsel from the outside and/or well-established 

precedents—especially if there appears to be potential prejudice or complex factors 
4. Conducting a follow-up review of the process 

 
  

 
9 Cited in Stephen M.R. Covey, The Speed of Trust: The One Thing That Changes Everything (Free Press: New York, 2006), 6. 
10 Shel Holtz and John C. Havens, Tactical Transparency: How Leaders Can Leverage Social Media to Maximize Value and Build 
Their Brand (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2008), 14. 
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Considerations for Reporting Serious Matters 
 

This is a multifaceted subject: 
(1) There are potential legal factors when reporting matters to the congregation. For 

instance, the membership status of an individual is important if there will be negative 
statements made about them. You can discipline, warn, or sometimes provide a report 
about a member’s conduct, but the same rules don’t apply to former members. 

(2) There are risks of not reporting a serious matter to the affected portion of a congregation 
(ex: sexual violation of children in the church). 

(3) Policies must be adhered to for consistency (unless it is established that the policy is 
defective and must be addressed). 

(4) If there is an agreed-upon roadmap, it should be followed (unless it is established that 
the roadmap did not account for a unique matter). 

(5) There should be an agreement on when and how updates are to be provided to prevent 
hazardous communications or limit their impact. 

(6) In cases where the open reporting of a serious matter caused an outcry, it is very 
advisable to review how the related processes were carried out. 

(7) Mistakes happen—sometimes a board, elders, evangelists, administration, mediators, 
consultants, or task force can make a poor judgment under intense moments. These 
missteps should be promptly evaluated and corrected. 

(8) Document lessons learned. 
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Communicating During Crisis 
 

“Don't just do something, stand there.” —the White Rabbit, in Alice in Wonderland 
 
Experts in family systems theory tend to point to five vulnerabilities when there is a rise of societal, 
organizational, or congregational anxiety brought on by a crisis. Edward Friedman, in his book, A 
Failure of Nerve, covers the things a leader is up against during a crisis, and his book distills five 
ways a well-differentiated leader must respond: 

(1) Reactivity—lack of inhibitions; lack of principle; and loss of formerly healthy instincts. 
Response: does not react to other people’s reactions; is a calm, steady presence. 

(2) Herding—organization around immaturity and loudest voices; and indecisiveness. 
Response: demonstrates a strong sense of self and can effectively separate while 
remaining connected. 

(3) Blaming—disintegration of community; taking sides; forming camps; misidentifying 
guilty parties or caricaturing targets; sabotage; and scapegoating. Response: takes 
responsibility for himself and leads others to do the same. 

(4) Quick-Fix Mentalities—simulation or fake solutions and recycled stuck-ness. 
Response: maintains a realization that true long-term change requires discomfort, and 
is willing to lead others through discomfort toward change. 

(5) Poorly defined leadership—self-explanatory. Response: takes decisive stands at the 
risk of displeasing others. 

 
These concepts of being well-differentiated make a difference when we are the recognized or 
emerging leader during a crisis. The following list of recommendations is a combination of 
principles and practices put forth by family therapist and leadership consultant Edwin Friedman 
and his disciple, Peter Steinke. 

 
(1) Define Yourself 

(2) Be Present 
(3) Seek Clarity 

(4) Observe Behaviors 
(5) Inform the Community 

(6) Work with Healthy Individuals 
(7) Work with Strong Processes 

(8) Continue Investing in the 
Community’s “Relational Bank 
Account” Through Good Will, 
Fun, and Care 

(9) As Necessary, Reframe the 
Situation 

(10) Review the first nine principles 
and practices 
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The Reporting Duties Related to Suspected Abuse 
 
We live in a broken world. Many people who enter our baptistries have had deeply troubled pasts, 
often of a sexual nature. Sometimes children become victims of abuse during sleepovers, when 
families are blended, or at events where supervision is lax. 
This subject falls into both situational communication and risk management. Two Vanderbilt 
researchers, Tonya Foreman and William Bernet, give us clarity on how we are to proceed if we 
suspect or do not suspect abuse. Our actions are not determined by the suspicions of someone else. 

Confusion exists among professionals as to the circumstances under which a 
mandatory child abuse reporter must file a report. A review of the literature reveals 
that professionals sometimes feel obligated to make reports, even though they 
harbor no suspicion that abuse actually occurred. For example, some individuals 
believe that they must report abuse allegations made by other individuals, even if 
the mandatory reporter does not suspect abuse. The authors found that the 
mandatory reporting statutes of 49 states and the District of Columbia do not 
require reports unless the reporter has a suspicion of abuse. New York may be an 
exception. The authors conclude that mandatory reporters generally are not 
required to report abuse allegations if they themselves do not suspect that abuse 
occurred. This article encourages mandatory reporters to report abuse as required 
by the law, but not make unnecessary reports out of confusion or misinformation.11 

What is a mandatory reporter? Foreman and Bernet state, “A mandatory reporter is a certain person 
(such as pediatricians and childcare workers) who must report when they know or suspect that 
child abuse is going on. In most states, professions that engage in regular contact with children are 
listed as mandatory reporters.” Following this logic, all ministers and children’s ministry workers 
who have reason to suspect abuse are mandatory reporters. 
Communicating About an Abuse. If, after an investigation, it is determined that abuse of a child 
has occurred, the appropriate parties will need to assess the circumstances to determine if there 
were more victims. In that case, the local elders and representative of the board should be notified 
to determine which parents should be informed. The specifics of how widely the matter should be 
communicated will have to do with where the abuse happened (a home, church camp, a place of 
worship) and a sense of how many children were exposed to risk. 
In closing, I acknowledge that this primer was like drinking from a fire hydrant because of all the 
considerations I strove to cram into this session. Many considerations need to be integrated, and 
this often requires a variety of people with different roles and responsibilities, each possessing 
different gifts, who will look at the subject to be considered, whether it is positive and thrilling, or 
serious. 
I believe that integrative approaches work best. I think the Apostle Paul would agree, because he 
“communicated” to the church in Corinth that the feet, hands, ears, eyes, and nose were all to be 
considered, and the parts were to work alongside each other for each other (1 Corinthians 12:15–
26; Romans 12:3–8). 

 
11 Tonya Foreman and William Bernet, “A misunderstanding regarding the duty to report suspected abuse,” 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11232091/. 


